
Problem set 2, due in Wednesday 30/9/09.
1. Current cosmological model.
Construct numerically the time evolution of the scale factor of the Universe,

a(t)/a0, where a0 is the current scale factor. Assume that the Universe is flat,
10 billion years old, and that currently 70 percent of the density is dark energy,
with p = −ρ, 29.99 percent is cold pressureless matter, and 0.01 of a percent is
radiation. Identify the redshift when matter and radiation contribute equally to
the energy density. Same for matter and dark energy.

2. Consider the angular size θ(z) of the object (e.g., a galaxy) of physical size
D at redshift z. In a flat matter-dominated universe, at what redshift does θ(z)
have its minimum?

3. Measuring dark energy from mock data.

a. Generating mock data.

(i) Consider a standard candle of luminocity L. Assume our universe consists of
CDM and dark energy with currently measured Ω0CDM = 0.2 and Ω0Λ = 0.75.
Choose 20 random numbers z1, z2, .., z20 between 0 and 1, and assume that
those are the redshifts at which the supernovae have been observed. Assume
the currently measured Hubble constant H0 = 75km/sec/Mpc, and calculate the
value of the normalized flux Fi/L for each supernova. For this calculation, you
should use the luminocity distance formula derived in class:
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where Ω0c = 1 − Ω0CDM − Ω0Λ, Σ(q) equals sin(q) for Ω0c < 0 and sinh(q) for
Ω0c > 0, and
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Plot effective magnitudes mi = log(Fi/L) versus redshift zi for each supernova,
making z-axis logarithmic (the integrals should be evaluated numerically). You
should see a slight curvature in the line connecting the points.
(ii) Simulate small measurement error by adding to each mi a random number
xi drawn from a gaussian distribution
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where σ = 0.01. Plot these new zi, m̄i = mi + xi points, with the vertical error
bars σ.

b. Measuring ΩCDM and ΩΛ from the mock data. Assume now that ΩCDM

and ΩΛ are unknown, and measure them using the mock data zi, m̄i generated
in part (a). Assume that H0 and σ are known and fixed to the values in part
(a). Explore the rectangular parameter region 0 < ΩCDM < 2 and −1 < ΩΛ < 2,



compute and plot the Bayesian P (ΩCDM, ΩΛ|{m̄i}) in this rectangle. Color-coded
or 3-d plots will do. I recommend taking “flat prior” P0(ΩCDM, ΩΛ) = const, in
which case P (ΩCDM, ΩΛ|{m̄i}) = N exp(−χ2), where χ2 is evaluated for the fit
created with ΩCDM, ΩΛ to the data zi, m̄i, and N is inconsequential normalization
constant which for the purpose of the plot can be set to 1. Make contour plots of
the probablity distribution. Is your original value consistent with the measured
distribution?


